In the preparation of manuscripts, authors are requested to observe the standards specified below. Failure to do so may prejudice manuscript acceptance.

**Typing.** Submit all manuscripts typed double-spaced on standard paper. Double spacing applies to every part of the article, including indented quotations, footnotes, and references. Do not end a typed line with a hyphen or dash. Provide section heads occasionally. Supply an abstract of about 150 words and about 5 keywords characterizing the article's content.

**Asian names and terms.** Give Asian names in the proper Asian order (e.g., Japanese, Chinese, and Korean names with surname followed by given name). Follow the pinyin system for the romanization of Chinese, and the McCune-Reischauer system for Korean. Place ideographs in the text following the romanized form of the word when appropriate, and follow this with an English translation enclosed in parentheses: minkan shinkô 民間信仰 (folk beliefs).

**Notes.** AFS uses citation notes, which are placed in the text immediately following the reference, and endnotes, which present supplementary data or ideas. Citation notes are to specify the author's surname, year of publication, and page number(s). They are regularly bound in parentheses, e.g., (HORI 1968a, 54-5). Endnotes are designated in the text by a raised arabic numeral. Assign endnote numbers consecutively throughout the manuscript, and type them double-spaced on a separate sheet of paper. Endnotes may include citation notes. Whether in endnotes or citation notes, never use "op. cit.," "ibid." or the like. Specify page numbers inclusively, e.g., pp. 108-10 (not pp. 108 ff.)
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